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For Thought 

Our goal is to make value added 
generosity in humans a standard 
that’s aligned with natures 
supportive approach throughout 
the year, thereby extending 
mindfulness experienced during 
seasonal giving.  

None of us ever have to fight 
over sunlight. We’re all given 
access to similar amounts by 
region. Imagine always being 
open to the same level of 
accessibility. There’s no need to 
waste energy on futile attempts 
for disrupting flowing sunshine 
while hoping there’s less  
optimal growth elsewhere. 
These meaningful realities occur 
in many areas naturally. 
Alignment of personal action 
could help ensure we’re always 
maximizing individual strengths 
when focusing on things that 
add real value to the process. 
Neighboring GrowMeKit (GMK) 
sprouting shouldn’t ever 
interfere with your progress. 
Natures abundance allows 
reaching places we aren’t able 
to. Replicate it whenever 
possible & expect contagious 
balance to spread like 
wildflowers.

WHAT’S NEW? 
2023 | Growth | Time

Routine Matters  
Once yearly we’re more thoughtful, grateful, appreciative & 
gratitude aware while seemingly putting forth efforts to finally 
share growing abundance. The beginning  of another year is great 
for GrowMeKit. This front row view provides amazing 
experience through 4 days of natures reveal after nurturing. It’s a 
personal sized planter, all organic ingredients, supportive plans, 
& everything needed for meaningful learning, conveniently 
packaged & ready to be distributed. Help your connections 
kickstart a self care practice before the busyness of  new 
routines sets in. Realign with reality while completely 
disconnected. This small wonder gives everyone a chance to 
recognize and draw their own conclusions throughout the 
process. Empowered reflecting. Clarity might even lead to great 
habit. 
GrowMeKit is the win/win Experience for all + Everything’s 
included! It’s a great way to reconnect with purpose. A wonderful 
nature inspired resource for everyone. Be miles apart while 
connecting through real experience. This learning is someones 
master class that’s waiting for your response. 


It’s time to order this years kit! Include everyone deserving of a 
replenishment experience to help with personal resets. They’ll receive 
just enough resources to have a great time while  evolving - instead of 
being focused on excessive cleaning and other energy depleting 
effort. Leave the dirty work to us. 
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Just Enough 

Get Ready For Growth 

• New Mindset 

• A Different Journey 

• Group Learning 

• Informal Instruction  

• Connection 

• Reasoning 

• Sharing Ideas 

• Meaningful Experience 

• Reflection 

•  Process 

•  Convenience 

• Patience Practice 

• Time Reality 

PA GrowMe! Kit (TM),  Rights 
Reserved 

Why Does PlanAids Use Right Size Experience Portions? 
We’re applying the same preferred convenience principles that 
allow us to enjoy only what’s required in lieu of the excessive. It’s 
better for consumers and alleviates need for “more than 
necessary” while ensuring planned ease that leads to the 
predictable. No need for added stress when working to minimize 
drivers that seem to allow it. Our #1 is the GMK Connection 
Experience allowing everyone to align with nature while better 
understanding importance of its meaningful process. Available all 
year. Instructional guides now included. Order your group 
experience today!:


READY FOR GREAT?   
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